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Now we're gelling

The fluorescent signals from DNA

sequencing fragments are processed following DNA fragment
separation using a computer algorithm that determines the
precise order of DNA bases for each sample. School of Medicine
researchers used the process to sequence the SARS virus earlier
this year. For more on this story, please turn to page 3.
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Janet D. Luhmann, MD, assistant professor of

pediatrics, with 6-year-old Mallory VanDorn. Washington

8 Partners in rehabilitation

University physicians at St. Louis Children's Hospital use
creative and technologically advanced methods to ensure

FEATURES

that children like Mallory are treated with a minimum of
pain and anxiety. For more on this story, please turn to
page 20.
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Occu pational therapists help people to hel p th emselves
following injury or illness by training them in the use of
assistive technology to master their environments.
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A bench-bedside collaboration reverses thinking on the
development and treatment of Crohn's disease, providing
relief for patients and a boon to future research.
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Safe and effective sedation methods make the treatment of
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Cooper to lead thoracic surgeons
AN INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED PIONEER

in lun g surgery, Joel D. Cooper, MD, Evarts A. Griliam
Professor of Surgery and chief of the division of card io
thoracic surgery, recently was elected the 85th president
of the Am erican Association for Thoracic Surgery.
Cooper, who led the team that conducted the first
successful hum a n lung transplant in 1983 and pioneered
efforts to develop both lung transplant surgery and lung
vol ume reduction surgery, is the
fourth School of Medicine faculty
member to be elected president of

Leaving a lasting impression

William H. Danforth, MD,
and Mark S. Wrighton, PhD, former and current Washington University
in St. Louis chancellors, unveil a portrait of retiring School of Medicine
dean and executive vice chancellor for medical affairs William A. Peck,
MD, at a gala celebration in April. Nearly 700 friends, family and
colleagues attended the event held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Clayton.

Human Genome Project is complete

the association. Others who held
the position are Evarts Graham
(1927), Tom Burford (1970) and
Tom Ferguson (1981).
As president, Cooper plans
to address the atmosphere of
discouragement that he says cur-

Joel D. Cooper, MD
rendy pervades much of surgica l
........... ............... .
practice. In particular, he wants to highlight the need to
attract new physici ans in to surgery and cardiothoracic

Medicin e researchers are a parr, have announced the

specia lties. He also would like to work with the National
Institutes of Health and Medicare to improve the current
process by whic h medical and surgica l procedures are

successful comple tion of the Human Genome Proj ec t.
Researc hers believe co mpletion of the project wi ll
launch a new age of discovery that will transform hum an

approved a nd covered by insurance.
" It's a very diffic ult time for this specialty right
now," he explains. "S urgery is an extremely deman ding

health. Knowing the order of the genetic building blo cks
- commonly abbreviated A, T, C and G (ade nine,
thymine, cytosine and guanine) - s hould allovv scientists

field, and people are less willing to make th e sacrifi ces
required during training a nd , ultimately, surgical prac

MEMBERS OF THE IN TERNAT IONAL HUMAN
GENOME CONSORTIUM , of which School of

to learn more about human development and disorders

such as hea rt disease, psychi atric illn ess and cancer.
The project, completed 50 years after James Watson
and Francis Crick discovered th e structure of DNA,
succeeded in sequencing all of the 0 A in human
chromosom es. The sequence of more than 3 bijjion
genetic "letters" carries the instructions for making and
operating the human body; errors or variations in the
genome co ntribute to most types of disease.
Many believe that in the future pati ents will receive
prescribed medical treatment based on their genes. In
addition, researchers hope that genome-based research
will enab le medical science to develop highly effective

ti ce, particularly since th ere is in creased interference
from third-party payers and both financial remuneration
an d the es teem of th e public continue to decline. As
pres ident, I want to acknowl edge these problems, but
foc us on the incredible opportunities we have today and
how really exc iting and rewarding it is to be a surgeon."
Cooper joined the School of Medicine faculty in
1988 . His research has led to significant adva nces in the
su rgi cal treatmen t of Iung disease, such as lung vol um e
redu ction surgery, which al lows surgeons to remove
sections of lun g damaged by emphysema. He also is
in vestigating the use of airway stents to treat emphysema.

diagnostic tools and a better understandi ng of how a
person's individual genetic makeup influences health or

The Ame rican Association for Thoracic Surgery is
the nation's oldest and foremost ca rdiothoracic surgery
profession al organization with more than 1,000 mem
bers representing the leadership of academic and clinical

susceptibility to disease.

thoracic surgery practice worldwide.
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Petersen named James S. McDonnell Professor ill Cognitive Neuroscience
A

(fMRl), to direcrly observe the
human brain during learning,

PIONEERING BRAIN IMAGING RESEARCHER,

Steven E. Petersen, PhD, has been named the School of
Medicine's first James S. McDonnell Professor in
Cognitive Neuroscience.

memory and attenrion tasks.
He also investigates the effects of
disease and brain damage on these

Petersen, who direers the division of neuropsychology
in the Depanmenr of Neurology, is professor of anatomy

cognitive processes, bridging a
range of psychological and neuro

and neurobiology and of radiology, and associate profes
sor of neurological surgery. He co-direers the medical
school's neuroscience program.
Known for his research on how the brain processes
information and functions during daily life, Petersen uses
several techniques, including positron emission tomogra

Steven E. Petersen, PhD

logical fields.
The new professorship was
established with a gift from the

James S. McDonnell Foundation
given to Washington University in 1980 to insti(Ute the

phy (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging

McDonnell Cenrer for Higher Brain Function.

GENETICS

Genome Sequencing Center studies the SARS virus
hile most of the world was
working to contain the spread
of the virus that causes severe
acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS), the Genome Sequencing
Center (GSC) at the School of Medicine
became part of the international effort to
understand the microbe.
Researchers at the GSC were called
upon early this year to sequence the new
virus and poorly understood human
pathogen. They completed the task in
record time -less than a week.
"As genome sequencing goes, that's
very, very fast," says GSC co-director
Elaine Mardis, PhD, assistant professor of
genetics and of molecular microbiology.
Mardis, who led the effort, used a new
technique she developed with colleagues
that speeds the sequencing process.
"The method enables us to quickly
identify the genetic makeup of an
unknown virus and that helps determine
what can be done to diagnose and prevent
the infection," she adds. "The process
works whether the virus is a product of
bioterrorism or of Mother Nature:'

SARS was identified as a disease in
late February. Researchers suspected that
a new human virus was responsible for the
disease and, when they observed the virus
under the electron microscope, it appeared
to be a coronavirus, a group of microbes
most famous for causing colds.
To confirm the virus' identity, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
sent samples of the microbe to a number
of laboratories, including that of Joseph
DeRisi, PhD, assistant professor of
biochemistry and biophysics at the
mdJBSa03.g3_.A.05_03 1
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University of California-San Francisco.
DeRisi isolated the genome of the virus
and compared it to the genomes of other
viruses known to cause human disease
using a "virochip" microarray he developed
for identifying unknown viruses. Microarrays
enable scientists to compare an experi
mental genetic sample with thousands of
known gene samples simultaneously.
DeRisi's virochip quickly identified the
virus as a coronavirus, but one with closer
ties to animal coronaviruses than to known
human ones. To learn what made the new
virus unique, the genome needed to be
sequenced. For this, [leRisi called on
Mardis and GSC director Richard K. Wilson,
PhD, professor of genetics and associate
professor of molecular microbiology.
Mardis' new sequencing method
allowed the isolation and sequencing of
DNA-normally two separate steps
to occur almost simultaneously.
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Chromatographic traces for three 0NA samples
show peaks of different colors that represent
the fluorescent signal obtained for each of the
four 0NA bases.
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Hello, goodbye Graduating members
from the Class of 2003 accept congratula
tions from larry J Shapiro, MD, incoming
dean of the School of Medicine and execu
tive vice chancellor for medical affairs. An
internationally renowned research geneticist
and pediatrician, Shapiro joins Washington
University from the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine, where he
was the W.H. and Marie Wattis Distinguished
Professor and chair of the Department of
Pediatrics. Shapiro, who also served as chief
of pediatrics at UCSF Children's Hospital,
officially assumed his new responsibilities at
the School of Medicine on July 1, 2003.

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

Anew type of stent may decrease restenosis rates in cardiac patients
rug-coated stents-approved in
April 2003 by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) - offer
a less invasive, less expensive
treatment option for patients with clogged
cardiac arteries.
The stents- metal mesh tubes used
as scaffolding to 'keep blood vessels open
and unclogged-are laced with low doses
of the drug sirolimus. The School of
Medicine was one of the key participants
in the research that led to FDA approval
of the first drug-coated stents to receive
federal sanction.
"Drug-coated stents may be the most
important advancement in interventional
cardiology this decade," says John M.
Lasala, MD, PhD, associate professor of
medicine and director of cardiac catheteri
zation at the School of Medicine and
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. Lasala was the
principal investigator for studies involving
sirolimus-coated stents and currently is
leading the team in three such trials.
About 11 million Americans suffer
from coronary artery disease, inflammation
of the blood vessels that deliver oxygen to

l
U
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the heart. The disease can lead to chest
pain or heart attack and remains the sin
gle leading killer of both men and women
in the United States.
To treat the buildup of plaque that
causes coronary artery disease, interven
tional cardiologists first use a balioOll to
reopen the blood vessel (a procedure
known as angioplasty) and then insert an
expandable stent, which supports the
vessel wall and maintains blood flow. The
approach is less invasive and less expen
sive than the alternative- traditional

bypass surgery. Last year, Washington
,University physicians at Barnes-Jewish
Hospital performed 1,320 stent procedures.
About 15 to 20 percent of all stented
vessels close again, or restenose, after the
procedure, requiring patients to undergo a
second catheterization. By coating the stent
with drugs, researchers hope to block cell
growth that causes scar tissue and thereby
prevent reclogging. Studies of drug-coated
stents in Europe and in the United States
indicate that the new devices can more
than halve the rate of restenosis.

How is a coronary stent implanted?
A stent is mo unted on a
balloon catheter.

The balloon is inflated
and the stent is expanded.

Th e balloon is removed
and the stent is implanted
in the vessel .

Summer 2003
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Team Doctors: Cardinals again choose
Washington University physicians
THE ST. LOUIS CARDINALS recendy completed

an agreement with W as hington University orthopaedic
surgeons at Barnes-Jewi sh Hospital to continue provid
ing medical services for the Cardinals' organization.
The new agreement run s through 2006. AJI three
major professional SPOrtS teams in St. Louis use
Washington University physi cians as their team doctors.
The sportS medicine specialists in the Department
of Orthopaedic Surgery will work with other School of
Medicine physici ans to provide comprehensive medical
care for players and their families on a daily basis and in
emergency sltuatlOns.
George A. Pal etta J r., MD, associate professor of
orthopaedic surgery and director of the department's
Sports Medicine Service, will continue to serve as the
Cardinals' head te am physician. Barnes-Jewish Hospital
and Barnes-Jewish West County Hospital, both part of
BJC HealthCare, 'will provide hospital-based services.
Washington Unive rsity physicians also will man age
the care of players in the organization's six-team minor
league system.
"In providing care for a professional sports team,
our goal is to return injured players to health and their
full potential as rapidly as possible," says Richard H.
Gelberman, MD , the Fred C. Reynolds Professor and
head of th e Department of Orthopaedic Surgery.

An eye for history

Members of the Cogan Ophthalmic
History Society viewing the Rare Book Collection at the Bernard
Becker Medical Library during the group's 16th annual gathering held
in April at the School of Medicine. The meeting was hosted by
George M. Bohigian, MD, professor of clinical ophthalmology.

Research funding In 2002, the School of Medicine received
$32B.4 million in support from the National Institutes of Health and
achieved third place among all U.S. medical schools in NIH funding.
In addition, Barnes-Jewish Hospital received $16.5 million in NIH support
and Central Institute for the Deaf received $2.2 million.

Protecting private medical records
SINCE THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA) went into

effect in April, the confidel1[iality of m edical records is
protected by federal law rather than varying state regula
tions. The new law marks th e culmination of a decade
long drive to enforce a higher standa rd of handling
confidel1[ial patiel1[ information.
The sweeping legislation mandates many changes:
Sign-in sheets in doctors' offices will no longer require
the reason for the visit. Computers must be password
protected and patiel1[ information not easily seen by the
public. Health care workers are not allowed to openly
discuss details-patiel1[ names, type of medical care,
appointments, explanations of medical conditions
that may reveal a patient's identity unless necessary for
treatmen t or business purposes.
In an artempt to preven t th e inappropriate disclo
sure of private medical inform a tion and to ensure that
patients have the right to know what is in their medical
records, HIPAA affects all arenas of health care.
"HIPAA's commitment to patient privacy is JUSt a
more formalized version of what we've been doing for
years, but now it adds administrative steps to documel1[
what's always been good practice," says university privacy
officer Joan M. Podleski, assistant vice chancellor for
medical affairs and executive director of clinical opera
tions for the university's Faculty Practice Plan.

Outlook Summer 2003
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Medical school among U.S. top three
that's how
the School of Medicine rates in this year's Us. News &
World Report rankings of graduate and professional
programs. Washington University tied for the second
place honor with Johns Hopkins, while retaining the
No. 1 spot for student selectivity.
The School of Medicine ranked after Harvard and
SECOND BEST IN THE NATION -

Holtzman receives Potamkin Award
THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS PRIZE IN ALZHEIMER'S
RESEARCH - the Potamkin Prize for Research in Picks,
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders - has been
awarded ro David M. Holtzman, MD, the Paul and
Charlotte Hagemann Professor of Neurology and
professor of molecular biology and pharmacology.
The prize honors and rewards
researchers for their work in hel ping ro
advance the understanding of Alzheimer's
disease and related disorders.
Holtzman's laborarory specializes
in srudying the early, silent stages of
Alzheimer's disease. His team played a
leading role in showing how dangerous
amounts of a protein called amyloid
beta (ABeta) begin to accumulate in the
David M. Holtzman, MD brain many years before symproms arise.

Most recenrly, in collaboration
with scienrists at Eli Lilly and Company, Holtzman's
team identified a monoclonal antibody caJJed m266,
which, in mice, draws ABeta out of the brain and into
the blood. In the March 2002 issue of Science, the team
published the successful use of m266 ro identifY
Alzheimer's-type changes in living mice. The test is one
of the first proposed blood tests ro diagnose the disease
before clinical symproms arise.
"Dave's work already has dramatically improved our
understanding of how brain plaques develop in individu
als wi th Alzheimer's disease and has the potenrial ro lead
to better diagnostic methods and perhaps even a cure,"
says John C. Morris, MD, co-direcror of the Alzheimer's
Disease Research Cenrer and the Harvey A. and Dorismae
Hacker Friedman Distinguished Professor of Neurology.
G Pulse

tied with Hopkins, followed by Duke, University of
California-San Francisco, Columbia, Stanford and Yale.
Last year, the School of Medicine was rated third best
in the country for research-oriented medical schools.
This year's ranking is the highest in the medical school's
hisrory, although it has ranked in the rop 10 since
Us. News began its annual rankings in 1987.
The magazine publishes the rankings ro help
srudents choose graduate schools. The annual ran kings
are based on national reputation, research activity, fac
ulty resources and srudenr selectivity. The last is a quality
measure that reflects the enrering class' undergraduate
grade poinr averages and scores on admissions exams.
Specialty areas at the School of Medicine listed
among the nation's best include: AIDS, 15th; Drug/
Alcohol Abuse, ninth; Geriatrics, 17th; Health Services
Administration, 15th (tie); Inrernal Medicine, fourth;
Pediatrics, sixth (tie); and Women's Health, ninth (tie).

Peck assumes Wolff professorship
WILLIAM A. PECK, MD, has been named the first

Alan A. and Edith L. Wolff Distinguished Professor
of Medicine.
Peck, who concluded 14 years as dean of the School
of Medicine and executive vice chancellor for medical
affairs at the end of June, now heads the university's new
Center for Health Policy.
The professorship was established by Edith Wolff,
president of Wolff Construction Company. A native
of St. Louis, Wolff succeeded her husband, Alan, as
company presidenr after his death in 1989.
Edith Wolff's gifts to the medical school have
supported several areas of research, including Alzheimer's
disease and cancer. She is a life member of the Eliot
Society and a member of the Danforth Circle. She also
endowed the Alan A. and Edith L. Wolff Professor of
Medicine in 1999, curren rly held by cancer research
specialist Timothy]. Ley, MD.
Summer 2003
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CENTER FOR HUMAN NUTRITION

Atkins dieters lose more and improve lipids over conventional dieters
n the first multicenter trial to look
at the high-fat, low-carbohydrate
Atkins diet, researchers have found
that at three and six months, the
Atkins diet produces significantly greater
weight loss than a conventional low-fat,
high-carbohydrate diet.
The study was con
ducted by researchers from
the School of Medicine, the
University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine in Phila
delphia and the University
of Colorado Health Sciences
Center in Denver. The results
appeared in the May 22, 2003
issue of The New England
Journal of Medicine.
Researchers wanted to
mimic what happens when
most people diet, so they did
not offer behavior modification
or extensive clinical supervi
sion to study subjects.
Participants met with a regis
tered dietitian at the start of
the study and again at three,
six and 12 months. They were
randomly selected for either
the conventional low-fat, high
carbohydrate diet or the high
fat, low-carbohydrate Atkins
diet The conventional dieters
were given instructional materials for a
1,200-1,500 calories per day (women) or
1,500-1,800 calories per day (men) diet
based on the Food Guide Pyramid. The
other group was instructed to read and
follow the diet prescribed in Dr. Atkins'
New Diet Revolution.
AU study subjects had medically
significant obesity, meaning that they
weighed at least 20 percent more than

l
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their ideal body weight. Atkins dieters
lost twice as much weight during the
first six months of the study. However,
over the next six months, dieters on both
plans tended to regain weight, and there
was no statistical weight difference
between the groups at one year.

"This study demonstrates that a
low-carbohydrate diet can have beneficial
effects in treating obesity," says senior
investigator Samuel Klein, M0, the
Danforth Professor of Medicine and
Nutritional Science and director of the
division of geriatrics and nutrition.
"Additional research is
needed to understand why
subjects assigned to a low
carbohydrate diet lost more
weight than those assigned
to a conventional diet and
to evaluate the long-term
efficacy and safety of low
carbohydrate diet therapy:'
Because of the high
amounts of fat that people
consume on the Atkins diet.
many have worried that over
the long term, it might have
serious side effects. The
researchers found no differ
ences in side effects during
the 12 months of this study
and even found benefits in
blood lipid profiles, but say
they'll look more closely at
potential side effects in the
next study.
"A calorie is still a
z
~ calorie, whether the calorie
~ comes from fat, carbohy
drates or protein," says Klein, who also
directs the Center for Human Nutrition.
"But it might be that certain types of
calories are more filling than others and
result in an overall decrease in total
calorie intake;'
The same research team will recruit
larger numbers of participants in a five
year NIH-funded study of low- and high
carbohydrate diets.
u

The study also found that people
on the Atkins diet had greater improve
ments in blood lipids than those on the
conventional diet. High-density lipoprotein
(H 0l), or "good" cholesterol, increased
more in the Atkins group, and their
serum triglycerides decreased more than
conventional dieters. low H0L and high
triglyceride levels increase the risk of
cardiovascular disease.
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With occupational therapy,
disabilities needn't sideline
otherwise productive lives.
And remedies- sometimes
surprisingly simple - don't
come from studying rats in
a maze~~
BY DAVID lINZEE

Hands-on research : Occupational therapy client Christopher Jackson works
with Mary K. Seaton, MHS, OTR/L, instructor in occupational therapy.

MUCH OF THE EXCITING RESEARCH going on in the Program in
Occupational Therapy at the School of Medicine is different from the typical
image of scientific research. The three scientists described here aren't peering
into microscopes or running rats through mazes. They work with people who
have disabilities, and they seek

to

help these individuals even as they learn from

them in the course of research projects that will benefit the larger community.
"Our study participants aren't our 'subjects,'" says David B. Gray, PhD, associate
professor of neurology and occupational therapy. "They're our partners."

Outlook Summer 2003
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"

wan t to hel p people get
back to what's important
to them ," says Susan L.
Stark, PhD, instructor in
occupational th erapy. Stark
studies people coping with
the disabi lities of old age .
From her viewpoint, the true
disability is not the stroke or
failing eyesight or weaken
ing limb, but the mismatch
between the person and hi s
or her environm ent. And
this can be remedi ed-often
surprisingly easi Iy. She recalls
an older participant who had
a stroke and th en beca me
morose because he couldn't
get down the stai rs to the
woodworking shop where
he had hoped to spend his
retirement years. A stair lift
transformed his life.
"Environmental suppOrt
is not h i- rech , so it does n't
get much attention," Stark
says. Not enough resea rch
has been done to demon
strate that people benefit
resident Sheldon Katz benefits from a new handrail.
from simple home modifica Susan l. Stark, PhD, OTRIL, right, studies NORCs.
tions, so policies don't sup
port them. For example, M edicare
large number of residents are elderly.
Stark estimates that a much greater
will pay for a person to hel p a
perce mage of those over age 65 live
patient get out of the bathtub, but
in NORCs than in nursing homes or
not for a bath bench.
des ignated retirement villages.
Stark and her colleagues are
gathering evidence that can be used
One such community, in West
to persuade policymakers to make
St. Louis County, is the subject of
Stark's study, a joim effort between
home modification more accessible.
The study is particularly needed
the School of Medicine's Center for
now, for the elderly are the fastest
Aging and the Jewish Federation of
St. Louis, funded by a $1.3 million
growing population segment, and
the majority of them want to live
grant from the Administration on
independently in their hom es.
Aging, D epartment of Health and
This has led to the development
Hum an Services. This university
of what the researchers call N aturally
government agency partnership is
Occurring Retirement Communities
unique in the field, and may prove
to be a new model for research. Stark
(NORCs) , where a disproportionately
10 The Enablers

and collaborators are
studying 80 elders. The
researchers interview
them to find out what
modifications they need
in their homes, and then
work wi th a construc
tion firm to make the
changes. Follow-up
imerviews are conducted
to find out how subjects'
lives have improved.
When it is easier and
less stressful to perform
daily tasks, people have
more energy to get out
of the house and into
the community. Other
aspects of the study, led
by John C. Morris, MD,
the H arvey A.
and Dorismae Hacker
Friedman Professor of
N eurology, focus on
family communication
and education, trans
po rtation and life skills.
Other occupational
therapy researchers seek
to connect partici pants
with th e community
services they need . Th ey also iden
tify trouble SPO tS, like intersections
with confusing signage, and valued
services, like a sma ll er supe rmarket
that does not require customers to
do toO much walking. This data will
be presented to government officials
and local merc han ts interes ted in
accommodating th e growing elderly
population.
Stark jokes th at she is noticing
benefits already. "Wben we schedule
our initial interview with a partici
pant, it's no problem. But when
we go back for the follow-up, it's
often hard to reach th em . They're
too busy then. "

Summer 2003 Outlook

evaluation. Then they
compare notes. "We wam
to correct inaccurate self
perceptions," Matheson

s a practlClng psy
chologist, Leonard
N. Matheson , PhD ,
observed that when his
cliems could do useful
work, they felt berrer. "I
came to believe the best

says. Many clients think
they are ready to return
to work when they have

thing you can do for a
person is get them a good
job," he says.
Matheson, associate

not yet adjusted to the
effects of their injury or
illness. An accurate evalu
ation keeps them from
serring themselves up for

professor of occupational
therapy and of neurology,
directs the School of
Medicine's Occupational
Performance Center, where

disappointment.
In another SWAG,
called Gepetro's Work
shop after the puppet
maker in Pinocchio,
clien ts take on more

he is developing a new
type of program to help
people who are recovering

physical tasks, like cut
ting out wooden puzzle
pieces with a power saw.
Other activities exercise

from accident or ill ness
return to work. Traditional
programs, he believes, take
a simplistic approach that
does not prepare people for
workplace challenges.
His laboratory, housed
in the Rehabili tation
Institute of St. Louis, is
designing a nd testing sets
of acrivities called
Structured Work Activity

Corletta Stuckey practices her keyboard skills as
part of a Structured Work Activity Group (SWAG)
created by Leonard N. Matheson, PhD, right.

Groups (SWAGs). Developed in
consultation with employers, they
provide cliems with detailed and
realistic preparation for particul a r
types of jobs. One SWAG that uses a
library as a "virtual employer" asks
the client to perform such tasks as
transcribing phone messages from an
answering machine, tracking overdue
books and calculating fines, working
up a spreadsheet of patron informa
tion for a federal grant , and schedul
ing meeting rooms . The activities
rise in difficulty, and the last one
includes an irresolvable conAict.
"We set up a meaningful chal
lenge - meaning there's a possibility
Outlook Summer 2003

of failure," Matheson says. "You
don't give a person self-confidence
just by bucking them up."
Traditionally, therapists believed
that what clients needed was endless
encouragement. Facing them with
failure is a novel idea, but Matheson
wams them to encounter it first in
a clinical setti ng, not on the job.
He explains th at roo often, people
recovering from brain injuries rean
to failure by becoming depressed or
angry - responses that can get them
fired. So, in his lab as in real life,
clients are judged on their work.
After the client com pletes a task,
both client and therapist fill out an

particular pans of the
body. People whose
injury or illness affected
their hands put together
a baby-changing table
that has many screws and
washers. People with
shoulder or back prob
lems have to bend and
stretch as they build a bunk bed. All
can benefit from the fact that these
tasks require moror control and
focusing of attention.
Matheson and his occupational
therapy colleagues plan ro develop a
total of eight SWAGs. Assisted by
other collabora tors - physical thera
pists, speech pathologists, neuropsy
chologists - they evaluate activities,
looking for consistent results in the
clinic. The researchers also will fol
low clients back to the workplace to
ensure that activities are relevant.
"We want to help therapists
make the link to what's expected in
the real world," he says.
The Enablers
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At presen t, insurance

ore and more

J

I,

covers only equipment
th a t su ppom activi ties
deem ed necessary for exis
tence. Gray notes that
in reality, much of th e

technology is
available to ass ist

people with disabilities,
bu t they often have a
hard time finding out
what is available, or eve n

money is wasted on such
items as toil et aids that

how to use products they
have bought. The latter
point was made obviou s
to David B. Gray, PhD,

!i
I

prove useless.
Gray believes that the
money would be better

associate professor of
occupational th erapy and
of neurology, when he gOt
a new accessible van.

spent helping people buy
eq uipment that would
make it possible to work,
drive, exercise and partici
pate in the community.
He also feels that such a

Gray, a quadriplegic,
rece ived no training
before he had to take the
wheel for a 90-mil e drive.
"We made it, bur my wife

change would lead to
drops in obesity, type 2
di abetes, and other condi

was quite pale ," he jokes.

tions th at afflict the
disabled. "If you're active

One of the purposes
of the new Enabling
Mobility Center (EMC),
which Gray directs, is to

and enjoying what you
do," he says , "yo u don't
want to lie around in bed. "

turn people with di sabi li
ties intO informed con
sumers. The EMC will
sponsor product fairs and
Joey Avellone overcomes rocks and other obstacles at
educational conferences,
the new Enabling Mobility Center (EMC) in University
bur its main thrust is to
City. David B. Gray, PhD, right, is the center's director.
bring person, technology
and therapist together at tb e center,
for users who have trouble seeing
which is located not in a hospital
the screen or tapping the keys.
but in the bustling - and easy-tO
Occupational therapist Kerri

In orher studies,
Enabling Mobility Ce nter
researchers seek to estab
lish an objective standard
of community accessibil
ity a nd to show the bene
fits of giving the disabled
more flexibility in choosing the

reach-University C ity Loop. There,
an occupational therapist can help a
person find the wheelchair that suits

Morgan notes that devices exist to
help people communicate or oper
ate household appliances remotely,

people who aid th em.
Collaborative proj ects include
one with the University of Michigan
that seeks to put video streams of
people with disabilities at work as

him best. Peopl e also can practice
using their chairs in the Mobility
Skitts Lab, which offers such realistic

and that there is a range of sportS
equipment available for athletes with
disab ilities.

lav.'Yers, bankets and ed ucatOrs on
the Web. G ray hopes that the videos
witt motivate people with disabilities

challenges as uphills , downhiUs,
sideslopes, and sa nd and gravel pits.
The lab also has an exercise machine

The EMC staff is collabora ting
with Paraquad in a five-year stud y of
how assistive technology benefits

to seek em ploymen t.
"T hey'll look at the screen
and thi nk, 'I can do that,'" he says.

for developing upper-body muscles.
Ass istive techn ology is more
than wheelchai rs, canes and walkers.

people, supported by the National
In stitute on Disability Researc h and
Reh abilitation. "We're gathering data

The EMC has computers adapted

to

"And if a skeptical employer asks,
'How do I know a disabled appli
cant can do the job?, you just show
him or her th e video." 0
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inAuence policy," Gray says.
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Croh n's disease always has been
cons idered the res ult of a n overac tive
immune system, so most thera pies

elly Perkowski was 20 when she
was diagnosed with Grohn's
'---

0......-

disease, a chronic,

Joshua Korzenik, 1111 0, had recently
arrived at the School of Medicine from
Yale. The assistant professor of medicine

lifelong condition that affects about half

was kicking around ideas with Brian

a million people in the United States.

Dieckgraefe, MD, PhD, also an assistant

"I had symptoms for a couple of

professor of medicine in the division of

years before I actually knew what was

gastroenterology and a staff physician at

wrong," says Perkowski, who for a time

Barnes-Jewish Hospital.

got symptom relief from taking steroids.
When her medications just weren't

"From the start, it's been a very nice
collaboration," Korzenik says. "Brian is

working anymore, Perkowski considered

primarily in bench science. I'm in clinical

surgery. Her doctor suggested that she

science, and our ideas grew out of discus

might want to try one more thing first

sions between us as we thought about

speak with a Grohn's disease researcher

how we might be able to help patients

and gastroenterologist at Washington

with Grohn's disease, because so many

University School of Medicine.

don't get relief from current treatments:'

h ave a((empted ro suppress the
body's immune response. T h at treat
menr srra tegy works ro improve
symp ro ms in ma ny C roh n's disease
pa tie nrs, but a la rge n umber, like
Kelly Pe rkowsk i, don't get relief.
Dieckgraefe had bee n working
with gene chips, conducting srudies
ro find genes rurned o n a nd o ff dur
ing C rohn's di sease. In itially, th ose
srudies we ren't m uc h help beca use in
patienrs with C rohn's di sease, the
im m un e response is so revved up
that ma ny ge nes a re acriva ted.
So wo rki ng with Korzenik,
D ieckgraefe rook a step bacbvard ,
and the research effo re bega n ro con
ce nrra te o n geneti c eve nrs th at mi gh t
occu r ea rli er in the disease cascade,
before m os t symproms a ppear.
Becau se C rohn's disease is
th o ugh t ro res ult fro m an im pa ired
imm une response, they looked at
other ge neti c di seases t hat also
Impair Im m unity.
"The re are p robabl y 100 di ffe r
ent mutation s th at lead ro impa ired
immunity," D ieckgrae fe exp lain s.
"Th ey affect a parr of the im m un e
system called innate immuni ty, first
line cells th at launch initi al a((acks
on bacreri a and o ther m icrobes ."
The research ers looked at two
diso rders in p arric ul a r: glycogen sro r
age disease 1B and a di so rde r ca ll ed
chroni c gra nulom aro us disease.
D ieckgraefe reasoned th at by learn
in g how these ge netic disord ers shut
down inn a te immunity, th ey migh t
be able ro mimic some of th ose
gene ti c mutations and cha nges.
In theory, th at might make it poss i

Adaily shot that enhances her body's innate immunity has given muralist Kelly Perkowski,
who has Crohn's disease, relief from the gastrointestinal disorder's debilitating symptoms.
14 Countering Crohn's Disease

ble ro use gene therapy ro impa ir
imm un e resp onse, thereby helpi ng
C rohn's disease pa t ients.
Summer 200 3 Outlook

At least that's how the project
started. But the studies of patients
with impaired immunity revealed
some startling things.
"Much to our surprise, we found
that in some of these immune disor
ders, patients develop a clinical ill
ness that is indistinguishable from
Crohn's disease," Dieckgraefe says.
"These people had impaired
immune systems, and they had
Crohn's disease, too."
Was it possible, they wondered,
that the conventional thinking on
Crohn's disease was incorrect? Maybe
the immune system only became
overactIve as a way to compensate
for a weak response earlier in the
disease cascade. What would happen
to their Crohn's disease symptoms if
these patients with genetic immune
diseases were treated with drugs that
actually enhanced their innate
immune response?

he answer to that question was
already out there. Back in 1991,
___ rwo drugs became routinely
available in the United States to help
correct impaired immunity in these
patients. Called G-CSF (granulocyte
colony stimulating factor) and GM
CSF (granulocyte macrophage colony
stimulating factor), the drugs used
natural proteins to jump-start innate
immunity and help patients live with
their immune system disorders.
Dieckgraefe and Korzenik also
learned that when those patients
with rare immune system disorders
took the drugs, their Crohn's disease
symptoms went away.
They decided it might be worth
while to look at treating Crohn's dis
ease by stoking up the body's innate
immunity, rather than impairing it.
Outlook Summer 2003

"At first blush, the idea of prim
ing the immune system in patients
with Crohn's disease sounds sort
of like throwing oil on a fire," says
Korzenik. "You might compare it
to proposing a high cholesterol diet
to treat heart disease."
Oddly enough, it appears to
work. A preliminary study published
last Fall in The Lancet reports that
enhancing the body's innate immu
nity can improve symptoms of
Crohn's disease in 80 percent of
patients with moderate to severe
forms of the debilitating, inflamma
tory gastrointestinal disorder. Kelly
Perkowski was one of them.
"In less than rwo weeks, my
symptoms vanished," she says.
Patients in the study took daily
injections of GM-CSF, also known
by the trade name Leukine@
(sagramostim). Maintenance trials
showed that Crohn's disease symp
toms rew rned when patien ts
stopped taking the drug.
Based on those preliminary
results, Berlex Laboratories Inc. 
the pharmaceutical firm that owns
Leukine - initiated a large-scale,
multicenter study to see if the find
ings can be replicated. At present,
patients at more than 30 centers
in the United States are receiving

injections each day to test the idea
that for some patients with Crohn's
disease, enhancing immunity might
work as well, or even better, than
.
.
lmpamng It.
The idea is so promising and
different that it's been patented.
On the basis of Dieckgraefe's and
Korzenik's preliminary findings,
Washington University applied for
a patent covering the use of colony
stimulating factors for the treatment
of Crohn's disease. Subsequently, the
new technology was licensed by
Washington University to Berlex
Laboratories Inc.
"This work represents a wonder
ful example of technology transfer,"
says Theodore]. Cicero, PhD, vice
chancellor for research. "The finan
cial benefit related to this technology
might help to support future research,
both studies involving these investi
gators and work done by others at
Washington University."
If a daily injection of GM-CSF
can relieve their symptoms, or even
put them into remission, many peo
ple with Crohn's disease will line up
for the treatment.
"I look forvvard to my shot each
day," Perkowski says. "It's hard to
put into words how wonderful I feel.
I feel like a normal person." 0
Countering Crohn's Disease
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Aflawless
model

Gruff, but
effective

EAC

Setting an example for con1passionate patient care: Carl V. Moore
His Saturday noon clinics were models of clarity and
OFFICER, his mother a northside confectionery
compassion. He would emerge from the wings, pushing
owner, and Carl Y. Moore, AB 28, MO 32, rook a
the wheelchair of the patient whose case he planned to
series of menial jobs ro pay for his education. Through
discuss that day. Unlike other faculty, who relied on a
out his life, he held strong, basic values: hard work,
house officer to describe the history and physical findings,
frugality, honesty, kindness. He always made time ro
Moore did it all himself- never ignoring the patient in
talk ro students, and "he never forgot that a patient
the process. "He "vould stand behind the chair, holding
was a human being and not just an interesting case,"
the handles, and present the case, flawlessly," says
said molecular biologist Oliver H. Lowry
M. Kenton King, MO, dean of the
after Moore's (-!eath in 1972, days before
medical school from 1964 ro 1989.
Moore always made
his 64th birthday.
No setting was off limits for
time to talk to students,
learning. As a young house officer,
Moore joined the medical school
and "he never forgot that
faculty in 1938 and stayed for his entire
King was admitted to the hospital with
a
patient
was
a
human
career, serving as dean , 1953 ro 1955;
a terrible sore throat. Moore stOpped
vice chancellor for medical affairs,
by, shone a flash1light down his throat
being and not just an
1964 to 1965; and head of his beloved
and couldn't resist another lesson.
interesting case."
Excusing himself, "he went into the
Department of Medicine, 1955 ro 1972.
OLIVER H. LOWRY
A pioneer in the young field of hematology,
bathroom, literally tore the mirror
conducting classic studies of iron metabolism, he was
off the wall, and put it down in front of me so I could
elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1970.
see it roo ," King recalled.
Yet teaching was his greatest pleasure. In class, he
Day in and day out, he taught by example. Once
stressed the importance of observation, recalls Virgil
Moore came to the hospital in the middle of the night to
Loeb, MO 44. 'Tll never forget it. He would insist on
tell a terrified medical student that he did not, after all,
his students looking at the patient's blood and urine
have a fatal form of leukemia. Another time Loeb and a
in the laboratory microscope. It wasn't enough ro get a
lab mate were eager to test whether a blood transfusion
repon that told you what the problem was; you had to
from a patient with low platelets would reduce the recip
see for yourself."
ient's count, tOO. Moore insisted upon being the subject
IS FATHER WAS A ST. LOUIS POLICE
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I n the University's sesquicentennial year,
we remember three noted faculty members
who inspired students with unforgettable
lessons about medicine - and humanity.
BY CANDACE O'CONNOR

,

<4

Carl Moore  teaching was his greatest
pleasure  preferred the personal approach.

- and wound up seriously ill for a day, though the
research was a success.
One morning, Moore visited City Hospital, where
a difficult case was being presented by a house officer
who confessed he did not know what was wrong with
the patient, though she had a blood disease. During his
talk, Moore's mind wandered, and by the time the young
man finished, Moore realized with a start that he had
heard little. Now it was his turn to speak, so he gently
approached the patien t, asking her questions no one had
Outlook Summer 2003

thought to ask before over the many years she had been
ill. Eagerly she described previous bouts, then Moore
turned to the crowd and announced quietiy, "She has
pernIcIous anemia."
Perhaps Moore did not have the star quality of his
predecessor in internal medicine, W. Barry Wood Jr.,
another superlative teacher. "Barry Wood dazzled people,
he was so good at everything he did, " says King. "Carl
Moore didn't dazzle people- he just made you realize
he was a good doctor."
First-Class Teachers
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Endowing students with a love of science: Mildred Trotter
' ANEW MEDICAL STUDENT," says Loeb, "is a

frightened animal. They have seen the movie ver
sion of the dissection of bodies and are expecting
all kinds of macabre things. But there, in the gross
anatomy lab, we found Mildred Trotter. Here finally
was a teacher you could become closer to than som<: of
th<: tough, steely guys on the faculty; here was a breath
of loveliness in an environment of dead bodies."
To generations of swdents, Mildred Trotter ("Trot"
or "Millie," to grateful alumni) was a mother figure ,
warmly interested in their welfare. Not that she was a
pushover in class: She was tough, meticulous, exacting.
Hands on her hips, she barked at students when she
thought they needed a dressing down.
On one never-to
be-forgotten quiz, she
asked for the names
of nerves supplying
the muscles of the
leg. In his answer,
Mildred Trotter. MD.
working with he r
much-beloved bones.

William Landau, MD 47, exuberantly included the
nerves that supply the thigh muscles-and got a "zero"
for his effort. The leg, Trotter wanted to make clear, only
covered the distance between the knee and the ankle.
Trot cam<: to the University in 1920, a Mount
Holyoke graduate who earned a 1924 PhD in anatomy,
then joined that department as instructor. Named assis
tant professor in 1926 and associate in 1930, she finally
became a full professor in 1946 - the first medical
school woman to achieve the rank-after demanding
to receive the promotion or know in what way she was
deficient. Twelve years later, she won another hard
fought battle when her title was changed from professor
of "gross anatomy" to the broader, more accurate
professor of "anatomy."
Her lifelong interest was bones - her office was
littered with ribs, femurs and tibia that she had studied
and measured . Through her research, she built a national
reputation in physical anthropology. After World War II,
she was called to Hawaii to idenrify the remains of those
killed in action; her formulas for estimating human height
from bone evidence are still used by the FBI today.
In class, her enthusiasm kindled students' interest in
this often-dry material that required pure rotc memoriza
tion. "I read Morris' Anatomy and if it wasn't quite clear
... I read Gray's Anatomy, and I knew
all the nerves and muscles and God
knows what all," said Daniel
Nathans, MD 54, in
a 1979 reminiscence.
"But that is the kjnd
of atmosphere there
was in that course."
At alumni reunions,
Trot-who died in 1991
at age 92 - received standing
ovations. "It was an honor to
have her come sit at your table, " says
Loeb. Adds King: "If you took 1,000 S hool
of Medicine alumni and asked them to name the
teachers they remember, I think 999 would mention
Mildred Trotter."

,

1.

Know your subject thoroughly.

2.

Be enthusiastic about teaching.

3.
4.

Be sincerely interested in students.

5.
6.

Link your subject matter with
the everyday experience of your
students.
Use illustrations and illustrative
material whenever possible.
Make the student take an active
.
.
part In every exerCIse.

7.

Use his response as a guide for the
next question.

B.

Be adept in the art of questioning.

9.

In exposition, be simple, logical, lucid.

10.

In description, make the student
see what you see.

11.

In narration, arouse his curiosi ty.

12.

Dramatize whenever possible,
making use of suspense and surprise.

[Reprinted from the Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine, November 1952.]

Training young doctors by insisting on excellence: Ernest Sachs

I

1954, neurosurgeon Ernest Sachs published a small
book, Prerequisites ofGood Teaching & Other Essays,
which offered hints on how to teach. "Be enthusiastic,"
he wrote, "be sincerely interested in your students." All
but the last-"dramatize whenever possible, making use
of suspense and surprise" - made him sOllnd like a gentle
academic, in the mode of Carl Moore.
In fact, Sachs was gruff, domineering
- a tyrant in the classroom. He held
Thursday noon clinics on the third Aoor of
Barnes Hospital in the now-defunct surgical
amphitheater widely known as "the pit."
That nickname inspired a few for the com
bative Sachs, who became the "bulldog" o r
"lion" in the pit. A short, stocky man, he
had a large belly that he used as a tool,
butting students to underline his displeasure.
In the pit, he taught physical diagnosis,
summoning a nervous student to detect the
problem of that day's patient. "You would
sit there in abject fear that this was your day," recalls
Loeb. One patient had a metal ring taped to his navel 
a device to help target X-ray images - but the hapless
student guessed it held in a hernia, and Sachs roundly
berated him for missing key dues. "When it was over
you could sit down and take a deep breath," adds Loeb,
"since you only had to do it once a semester."
N
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Later, students realized they had actually learned
a great deal. "He taught them basic principles never
to be forgotten," said Edmund A. Smolik, MO, in a 1958
obituary for Sachs, who had died at 79. "Generations
of students ... continue to hail him as their greatest
and most inspiring teacher - the fear replaced by
affection, the tension by myriads of
delightful anecdotes."
Sachs, who earned a ] 904 medical
degree from Johns Hopkins, served on
Washington University's hlCldty from
1910 to 1949, becoming the nation's first
professor of neurosurgery in 1919. A
founder of the Society of Neurological
Surgeons, he helped shape the field, training
30 fellows who went on to major positions.
Behind his fierce exterior was kindness,
intensified by personal sorrow. He had a
young daughter who contracted meningo
coccal meningitis; in that pre-antibiotic
era, the only hope seemed an unproven surgical proce
dure, performed for Sachs by a yo unger colleague.
The child died anyway, and afterwards Sachs was more
protective than ever of his patients and of families who
suffered loss. Secretly, he also paid the tuition of several
medical students - perhaps some of those he had so
sharply berated. 0
First-Class Teachers
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Better drugs and greater awareness reduce
pain and distress in pediatric emergencies
BY KIMBERLY LEYDIG

PAIN MANAGEMENT
Imagine-even as an adult-having
a broken arm set without pain medi
cine. National studies of more than
250 U.S. emergency departments
(EDs) reveal that 75 percent of
adults receive anesthesia for fracture
reductions like Michael's, while less
than 40 percent of children receive
Janet 0, luhmann, MO, and Robert M, Kennedy, MO, attend to patient Michael Williams,

pain medicine for the same procedure.
"I can't understand how hospi

The flashing light that
signals patients arriving by
ambulance swirls at a steady beat.
In the midst of the trau mas

some pain medicine that'll make
you better, but you may feel a
little silly," she tells her young
patient. Michael is given oxy

and the distress and anxiety that
accompany pediatric emergencies
for patients and their parents
Janet D. Luhmann, MD, assistant
professor of pediatrics, is struck
by her next patient's calm

codone to make the X-ray
manipulations more comfortable,
a preem ptive pain treatmen t that
isn't standard in most emergency
departments.
Luhmann was right- both
Michael's radius and ulna are
broken. She explains that the

tals can ethically justify withholding
analgesia when a patient is clearly in
pain," says Robert M. Kennedy, MD ,
associate professor of pediatrics.
"There is a lot of confusion about
the difference between pain and

composure.
Michael Williams stoically
sits wi th h is arm in splint, hand
crafted by his dad out of Home
Depot paint stirrers and duct
tape. The 9-year-old explains that
he broke his fall with his wrist
while playing soccer: "I screamed
really loud because my arm was
shaking with pain."

fractu re needs to be set or
"reduced" - one of the most
painful pediatric emergencies.

Recent studies by Luhmann and
Kennedy that have appeared in the
journals Academic EmergenC)' Medicine,

To make realignment as pain
less as possible, Luhmann's team
inrravenously sedates Michael
'with ketamine, a potent sedative

Annals ofEmergenC)' Medicine, Pediatric
Clinics ofNorth America, Pediatric
Emergency Care and Pediatrics report

suspects both of its bones are bro
ken. "We might have to twist and

and analgesic. Thirty minutes
later, after a dramatic reduction,
Michael awakens and asks the
staff who wants to sign h is cast
first. "I had the best dream," he

move your arm around during
X-rays, so we're going to give you

says. "A robot put on my cast.
It was cool, and it didn't hurt."

Judging by the swan neck-like
shape of his foreman , Luhmann

Outlook Summer 2003

distress. People expect kids to cry
and often choose to interpret crying
as a sign of anxiety and not pain.
But if it's an injury that would logi
cally be painful, we should assume
there's pain."

on methods they have developed to
safely and effectively sedate pediatric
patients during the mOSt painful
emergencies: fracture reductions,
significant burns and abscess incision
and drainage.
Far too many emergency rooms
still Opt to restrain children and treat
them with no sedation, says Kennedy.

Ouch less E.O, 21
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"We can't just tune it out as nor
mal and accept that kids are going to
cry," says Luhmann. "By implementing the most creative and technolog
ically advanced ways to address the
issues children have with pain and
anxiety, we can change the current
culture by showing the field there's a
better way."
The team's most profound
advances have been wi th the sedation
methods of potent medications such
as ketamine and nitrous oxide, which
effectively reduce pain and srress with
little cardio-respiratory depression
the biggest danger of sedation - or
other lingering adverse effects.
David M. Jaffe, MD, the Dana
Brown/St. Louis Children's Hospital
Professor of Pediatrics and head of
the pediatric emergency department,
explains that one of the advances
that places the School of Medicine at
the forefront of the field is the use of
nitrous oxide.
Earlier studies of the drug done
at other universities revealed that
when pediatric patients used adult
oriented nitrous oxide machines , the
outcomes were disappointing.
But Luhmann and Kennedy, with
the help of John D . McNlister, MD,
associate professor of pediatrics and
of anesthesiology, developed a deliv
ery method designed especially for
kids. Now, nitrous oxide dispensers
sit alongside the oxygen machines in
seven of the ED's treatment rooms.
What makes nitrous oxide, or
laughing gas, so attractive is that it
offers very effective pain and stress
reduction. And, once the mask is
removed, the patient returns to nor
mal within a few minutes.
The researchers have found that
nitrous oxide is highly effective in a
number of clinical procedures, such
as suturing, IV insertion, pelvic
22 Ouchless E.O.

exams and foreign body removal,
which often cause more anxiety than
pain. And kids love the fact that
there are no needles.
Just ask II-year-old Columbus
McKinney. After eating a fish sand
wich, he started choking. A gristly
bone was lodged deep in his throat.
Initial attemprs ro remove the bone
caused considerable gagging; nitrous
oxide sedation makes the procedure
more comfortable.
The nurse offers Columbus an
array of flavored balms (cotton
candy, bubble gum, key lime) to rub
inside the mask. "You're going to feel
like you're flying," Kennedy explains.
''And we'll know when it's working
because you'll start laughing."
Minutes later, Columbus, with
smiling eyes, giggles between breaths.
His previously stressed mom is now

laughing at her son's response to the
nitrous oxide.
"J had really good dreams," he
says as Kennedy puts the two-inch
bone in a jar for a souvenir. "Can I
take some home with me?"

BIG PAIN, SMAll PATIENTS
It's nearing midnight on Sunday
when 6-year-old Mallory VanDorn
arrives in the emergency department
with a broken arm after falling off a
swing at her home in Rosebud IL.
Before sedating her wirh kera
mine and midazolam, [he preferred
method of sedation for painful pro
cedures, the nurse uses the popular
"Ouchless IV Technique" developed
by Kennedy (see sidebar).
Mallory's parents cringe as the
orthopaedic physicians realign their
daughter's arm. Luhmann strokes
Summer 2003
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Mallory's tawny blonde hair, telling
her to think about her favorite car
toon. "Please don't do that," Mallory
whispers during the most painful
part of the treatment.
Thanks to the analgesic and
amnestic effects of ketamine and
midazolam, Mallory doesn't even
remember the procedure just two
hours later. As she sucks on a cherry
Popsicie, she thanks the nurses
and doctors.
"Everyone is really
nice, and I just felt a
little dot touching
me," Mallory says,
excited to color her
new cast pink.
"Every hospital
should do this,"
mom Donna VanDorn
adds. "I can't believe she's
sitting here smiling, worried
about missing school and softball
practice."
Although ketamine may cause
adverse affects in adults, such as psy
chosis, paranoia and hallucinations,
children appear to be relatively
resistant to these effects.
The researchers' studies reveal
that only 6 percent of pediatric
patients experience the adverse side
effects of ketamine when they wake
up. The team is now investigating
ways to further reduce the drug's
aftereffects using other medications.
Kennedy, a strong proponent of
treating children's pain, believes all
emergency departments should fol
low suit. "In the past, we haven't
had alternatives to help kids through
painful procedures, but now we have
the means to reduce pain," he says.
Lack of proper training on safe
and effective sedation methods,
insufficient time and a shortage
of resources are largely responsible
Outlook Summer 2003

for the undertreatment of painful
pediatric emergencies.
Fear of addiction and a miscon
ception that young children don't
remember painful episodes also pose
barriers. Jaffe, who has published
many studies on pediatric emergency
medicine over the past two decades,
reports that even short duration of
painful experiences in infancy or
childhood may significantly
affect a child's subsequent
behavior.

One study found that
infants with diabetic mothers,
pricked nine times at birth, had much
more agitated responses during rou
tine blood draws than infants who
had not been repeatedly pricked. A
similar study found that compared
to infants who had received pain

medication for circumcision, those
who underwent the procedure with
out being sedated had higher rates of
agitation when receiving immuniza
tion shots three to six months later.
"We've come a long way since
I first started working at the School
of Medicine two decades ago," Jaffe
says. "Back then, I knew how busy
it was when I walked into my shift
by the decibel level of screaming
children in the background.
"In many ways, people still
think of the ED as the old character
ization of ' the pit,' a noisy place
where things are out of control
and patients are miserable. It's very
exciting for us to take the national
lead for some of the advances in
the management of procedural
pain for children."
Now, even when all 28 rooms
of the emergency department are
occupied, there's still a quiet sense
of order in the midst of the turmoil
and trauma.
Most importantly, there's a lot
less crying - because there's a lot
less pain. 0

NOT EVEN A PINPRICK: THE OUCHLESS IV
N

ObOdY - especially a child-

likes to get pricked by a needle.
The 10,000 pediatric patients
who receive intravenous injec
tions (IVs) in the emergency depart
ment at St. Louis Children's Hospital
each year are lucky to experience the
popular "Ouch less IV Technique" devel
oped by Robert M. Kennedy, IVI D.
The procedure entails applying a
numbing gel to the IV injection site.
About 20 minutes later, a tiny needle of
buffered lidocaine, which is barely felt,
further numbs the area. When the site

is completely numb, the much larger
IV needle is inserted.
"We're trying to export this tech
nique throughout the entire medical
center," says Kennedy, who's led several
studies in which third-year medical stu
dents experimented by starting IVs on
one another. The results: The ouchless
technique rated a 1.7 out of 10 on a
pain scale; the standard IV start scored
much higher: 6.1.
"I've started ouch less IVs on sleep
ing infants without waking them," he
says. "That's how painless it can be:'
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Match Daygives birthto medical careers
HT , CAMERA, MATCH DAY!
The annual March Day ceremony was hdd
on March 20. 2003. and 100 of the 109
graduating medical tudents took part in
the arional Resident Matching Program ( RMP).
Each year on March Day, nior medical
rodents in the United tates learn which residency
programs they will mer.
chool of Medicine graduates are highly
uccessful in obtaining competitive residency
training program . In 2003, 9 percem of th
graduating class elected a primary car field
(pediatri , internal medi ine. family practice),
and 11 percent succ fully matched into highly
competitive surgical ubspecialty training positions
(orthopaedic urgery otolaryngology. plastic

E

urgery, Deuro urgery).

Sshhh._ IIpn, 2-month-old son of Alan HI, YO 03, Ind his wife,
Sham, shoWi his Match Day excitement In I quilt way.

CAlIFO~NIA

Palo Alto

Colton

Stanford University Program

Arrowhead Regional Medical
Center
TRANSITIONAL YEAR
Ariann~ Eli7"lbcrh
h av~t- Fruier

Lorna Linda
Lorna Linda University
Medical Center
EMERGE/ICY MEOICINE

Avinash Sha nragonda
Pari l
SURG ERY-PREll MINARY

Va lerie Hope Monralvo
Quino nes

Los Angeles
University of California
Los Angeles
OPHTHALMOLOGY

Louis Kay-Shion Chang

UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Joseph C hen

COLORADO

PATHOLOGY

Girish Ve ni<Jra Purcha

Denver

PEDIATRICS

University of Colorado

Lauren Cecelia Daniel s

San Diego
Naval Medical Center
TRANSITIONAL YEAR

Lance AtlJS Roy

San Francisco
University of California
San Francisco
INTERNAL MEOICINE-PRIMARY

Michele Wen Tang
NEUROLOGY

Geoffrey All en Kerchner
NIH RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

Jason Wi lli ,llTI Anas r
ORTHOPAEOIC SURG ER Y

Jonathan Jak Sum L1m

PSYCHIATRY

PEOIATRICS

Rebccca Armsrrong Smirh

Riru Banerjee
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SURGERY-PRELIMI NARY

Ch ristopher Thomas
Arert

PEOIATRICS

Deborah Chen-Becker

CONNECTICUT
New Haven
Yale-New Haven Hospital
PLASTIC SURGERY

Jerry Weiger Chang

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
Washington
George Washington University
EMERGENCY MEOICirIE

FlORIDA

M I E

Miami

Bangor

Mt. Sinai Medical Center

Eastern Maine Medical Center

INTERNAL MEOICINE
PRELIMINARY

FAMILY PRACTICE

Sarah Elizabeth Irving

Shasa Hu

Ill! DIS
Chicago
McGaw Medical Center
Northwestern University
INTERNAL MEOICINE

Karen Mari e Burg ner

oBSTETR ICS-GYN EC 0LO GY
Erin Lee King
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center
ORTHOPAE OIC SURGERY

Jord an Louis Go ldstein

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Johns Hopkins Hospital
OIAGNOSTIC RAOIOLOGY

Jonarhan Vieror Sehy
PEDIATRICS

Doran Leonard bink
Johns Hopkins Hospital/
Wilmer Institute
OPHTHALMOLOGY

Mark Kim Walsh

Bethesda
National Cancer Institute
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

Haruhiko Murara

Jennifer Jill Hearon
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MASSACHUSETTS M'CJllfAN

Daniellc Marie Weems
Rohena KllO-JU Yang

Boston

Ann Arbor

EMERGEtJCY MEDICINE

Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center

University of Michigan Hospitals

Rachel Ann Jones

PEDIATRIC S

GENERAL SURGERY

Adit Arun G inde

James Albert Co nnell y
Sara h Elain e Lacy

INTERNAL MEDICINE

INTERNAL MEDICINE

PLA STI C SURGERY

Angd Kay Aum ock

Mi chael Lyn Bern stein

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

VJ. ness;] JJll e C raig

Boston University Medical Center
INTERtlAL MEOICINE
PRELI MltlARY

Kcri Sh;lIlJlon Clifro rd

Brigham and Women's Hospital

MINNESOTA
Duluth
Duluth Graduate Medical
Education Program

GENERAL SURGER Y

fA MilY PRACTICE

Andrea Cha o

( :;LSCY

Harvard! Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center
NEUROLOGY

Amy Rebec.ca Zarrin

Harvard! Massachusetts
General! Brigham and Women's
Hospital

Tad Swenson

Minneapolis
University of Minnesota
Medical School
PEDIATRIC S

Emil y C ray BOl" man
Shoa p

Rochester

NEUROLOGY

Elldo ci" Ca rm cn Quan t

Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine

Massachusetts General
Hospital! Harvard
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOG Y

Delma Y<:misi Jarrerr
MEDI CI NEI PE OIATRIC S

Brent All en

Ra ~ar

Massachusetts General Hospital
ANESTHESIOLOGY

MISSOURI

Kerirh Lucia Lu cco
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGER Y

G anesh Va,am Kamarh
Mi chael John Reyes
PLASTIC SURGER Y

David Hirm hi Kawamura
PSYCHIATRY

Scott Roberr Filipp in o
RAolATlotJ olJColoGY

-""sha Hyatt Wah ab

St. Louis Children's Hospital

i

Kansas City
Ch ildren'SMercy Hospital
PEDIATRICS

Mark All en Ciemems

St. Louis
Barnes-Jewish Hospital
AtJESTHE SIOLOGY

Vicro r He nry va ll Berkel

DER MATOLOGY

Kri sten In gr id ']errenzi

OB STETRICS-GYN ECO LOG Y

PEDIATRICS

jdfre)' All en Yoder

GENERAL SURGERY

Gilbert Y"nnick C heun g

Ashl ey Cartn Flynn
Jessica N ico ll' H c'nd erson
Am y L. Lawso n
Tracv Lvnn McG re"or
b
Yosllk e Mi vas hira
Sheyda Na'mazic
Elizabeth Lee So msel

Owais S"iree

University of Massachusetts
Medical School

INTERNAL MEOICINE
PRELIMINARY

Mark Raymond Cavin

GEllERAl SURGER Y

Worcester

Joel David Schilling
TomasI. Pawd Sl'Okowski
D ian e Rllolin Sun
Katherin e Shuangchyu
Tsa i

INTERtlAl MEDICINE

OPHTHALMOLOGY

Ra ymo nd Wce

I.i Ern Chen

Am y S. C hcnts
OIAGtlOSTIC RADIOLDGY

,

Washington University
School of Medicine
IJEUROLOGY

Sarah Fli zabcth Zauber
OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Jeremy David Prager
Kath erine C hiayee Ylln g

NFW MfXICO

Sranley Uy C han
Albuquerque
Palll \Villiam Frohn en
University of New Mexico
Daniel Eric Hatfield
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
Amy Parricia Oberhelman
Joanna Rurh Fair

CMer SWelllOn, MD
113, celebrates wItII
wIfI, IIIIIY, and 2

NEW YORK
New York
Lenox Hill Hospital
GENERAL SUR GERY

Leroi Arthur Step henso n

Mt Sinai Hospital
INTERNAL MEDICINE

Staci Ali son lvksher

New York Presbyterian Hospital
Columbia
ANE STHE SIOLOG Y

H ann ah Wunsc h
PEDIATRICS

Heather Co lleen
O 'Do nnell

New York Presbyterian Hospital
Cornell
INTERNAL MEolCINEI RESEARCH

Maryam fVk Hian
Alan Loh Ho

New York University School of
Medicine
EMER GENCY MEDICINE

Hea rher Jeanin e Mahoney

NYU Medical Center! Hospital for
Joint Diseases
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY

I1ya Iofin

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Nathan Edward Hellm an
INTERNAL MEDICltIE-PRIMARY

Percr Edward Ga briel
IJEUROloGY

Sarah Elizobeth Schmitt

Scheie Eye Institute!
University of Pennsylvania
OPHTHALMOLOGY

Catherine Ann Cuktas

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Rhode Island Hospital!
Brown University
PLASTIC SURGER Y

Rachel Aileen Rich

TEXAS
Dallas
University of Texas Southwestern
Medical School
INTERNAL MEDICINE

John Fierros Ca nales

Houston
Baylor College of Medicine
PEDIATRICS

NORTH
CAROLINA
Chapel Hill

Slliannc G race Albrecht
K'Hherin e Yud eh
Kjng-Casas

UTA

~J

University of North Carolina
NEUROLOGICAL SURGER Y

Alim Mi rn l.adha

Durham
Duke University Medical Center

Salt Lake City
University of Utah AHiliated
Hospitals
GENERAL SURGERY

Marcus Jewe ll To rge nso n

MEO ICI NEI PEDIATRICS

Kell y \ Vc iwci Koa),

WflSHINGTON

oH· 0

Seattle

Cincinnati

University of Washington AHiliated
Hospitals

Cincinnati Children's Hospital

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

PED IATRI CS

Lili an C hiao Wang

Parrick Wharton Brady
Kavira Shanker Warrier

FAMilY PRACTICE

Cleveland
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
ANESTHESIOLOGY

Tim orhy Daniel Srark

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
PEDIATRIC S

C arrie Bess D ay monr

Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania

Um ang Sharma
INTERNAL MEDICINE

Sa rah E. Bork

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
Medical College of Wisconsin
GENERAL SURGERY

Kelli Ann Perr iI'

OTHER
Deferring Residency Training
Lukas Delbert Wa rtm an

EMERGEtlCY MEDICINE

Mark C onrad Srove r
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BY DAVID LINZE E

Fighting the good fight
Public service, teaching mark lifelong love of learnmg
•

•
ONTHS BEFORE PEARL
HARBOR, Seymour Brown,
MD 40, recognized the necessity of fighting
fascism and joined the Naval Reserve in June,
1941. "I said to myself, 'I can't stand doing
nothing-I've got to get into this,»' he recalls.
He was called to active duty in the Navy in
December, 1941.
Mter the war, he was again ahead of his time,
recognizing how a new specialty, anesthesiology,
could benefit patients. He became a pioneer in

•

•

•

The Browns were parted just a few weeks after their
marri age in late 1941. He had just completed a surgical
res idency at the Universi ry of III inois-Chicago when th e
Navy sent him ro sea as ship's medical officer aboa rd
the destroyer USS Benham. The dury gave Brown the
opporruniry ro practice novel surgical techniques:
He once performed an appendecromy on the wardroom
rabie, using forks as retracrors. Hi s ship sailed in the
convoy that carried the Doolittle Raiders on their
mission ro Tokyo and rook parr in the battles of the
Cora] Sea and Midway. Brown cared for the wounded
among the rescued crew of the aircraft carrier Yorktown
a nd the destroyer USS Hamman, later receiving a
citation for devotion ro dury from Adm. Chester
Nimitz, commander-in-chieF of the Pacific Fleet and
Pacific Ocean Areas.

establishing the specialty in Sc. Louis. Such
foresight and resolve are inborn characteristics,
but Brown gives much of the credit for his
accomplishments ro Washington University,
where he earned his undergraduate and medical
degrees, and where his wife, Rose, earned her
bachelor's degree. "They were dedicated people
who taught us," he says, "and they instilled a
belief in the value of public service."

Seymour Brown, MO 40,
and Rose Brown
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In November 1942, in an action off GuadaJcanal,
the Benham was hit by a Japanese torpedo that tore 40
feet off the bow. The impact also opened a crack in the
hull amidships. Amazingly, the ship stayed afloat, but
Btown was worried when he heard an air raid siren.
"There was nothing we could do," he recalls. "If we'd
fired a gun, the ship would have broken in half."
Fortunately, Japanese planes did not appear, and an
American ship arrived to take aboard the survivors.
The Navy next stationed him in Boston, where he
trained in the new specialty of anesthesiology at the
Lahey Clinic, a center noted for advances in surgery.
He went on to become chief of anesthesiology at Great
Lakes Naval Hospital and, later, at Mare Island Naval
Hospital in California.
"And then I came back and tried to start the specialty
of anesthesiology in St. Louis," Brown says. He had to
ptove to skeptical surgeons that it was desirable to have
a physician do a job that was then toutinely performed
by a nurse-anesthetist. He traveled from hospital to
hospital, often performing his services pro bono. In
1946, he became the first chairman of the Department
of Anesthesiology at St. John's Mercy Medical Center,
a position he held for 35 years. He established the first
local residencies in the specialty there and had the first
approved anesthesiology residency in a community
hospital setting.

During four decades of practice, Brown oversaw many
innovations in equipment, drugs and hospital ptoce
dures, which led to improved monitoring of patients
during surgeries and speedier recoveries afterward. In
1953, he established the first organized post-anesthesia
recovery room in St. Louis. By 1972, recovery periods
had shortened so much that Brown was able to open a
"one-day stay" uni t at St. John's, the first in the area.
Brown also was chief of anesthesia at St. Louis County
Hospital. He was on the clinical faculty at Saint Louis
University and delivered lectures at its medical school.
Later he became a full clinical professor at the University
of South Florida in Tampa. Brown is the only living
survivor of the founding group of the St. Louis Society
of Anesthesiology.
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Rose Brown studied education and biology as an
undergraduate. "I would have liked to do medical
research," she recalls, "but funds and opportunities for
women to pursue a medical degree were few in those
days." Determined to find another way to use her talents,
Mrs. Brown became a medical editor and indexer who
worked on both journals and books. As a volunteer,
she spent many years working with deaf children in
the St. Louis Special School District. Later, she had a
career in real estate.

•

••

••

• •••••

••

IT'S NOT JUST THE CONTEN
of the education you receive ..
but the instilling of a desire to
continue to learn

SEYMOUR BROWN, MO

Brown says, ''I've always contributed as much as I
could to the School of Medicine." The Department of
Anesthesiology is, naturally, a particular interest. The
Browns also have given generously to the division of
gastroenterology, in memory of their son, the late Alvin
R. Brown, MD, who trained in the program. (The couple
has another son, Donald, the father of their grandchild,
Natalya.) Scholarships have been another area of support,
because the Browns believe that financial need should
not interfere with education.
Brown recalls how his own college education was
interrupted during the Depression. "My family was about
to lose their house," he says, "so I worked in a grocery
store for two years." He still remembers his eagerness to
get back to school. ''I've always felt fortunate to be part
of the educational process at Washington University,"
he says. "It's not just the content of the education you
receive at the time, but the instilling of a desire to
continue to learn-which I have done all my life."
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THE ALUMNI ARE COMING-ARE WE READY?
Food is ordered. Shuttle buses are lined up. Name tags are sorted. PowerPoinc
is tested. We know they're on their way-from
LaJolla and Lexington and Ladue-back to the
School of Medicine with hopes and expectations,
maybe some trepidation. Perhaps it's been a while
since they've been together. Or things look a little
Richard Bohannon, Mil 58,
social chair extraordinaire.

too different. But each can look back across a
medical career to this place where it all began-

glancing around an auditorium or down a hall and seeing the
faces of those who shared in the labs and lectures and laughs.
They'll be here, too: the lab partners, the room-

Taking a break  Herman
Blumenthal, Mil 42.

mates, the friends. The classmates will be here-that's all we
need. Here they come. Scanning the crowd for the faces from
10, 35, 60 years ago. Aha! Welcome back.

Laura Ilavid, Mil 78.
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Kathleen Kent, Harold Kent, MD 78, Marcy Gibb
Hipskind, MD 78, and Bob Schmitz, MD 78, get
a closer look at the 25th reunion class.

Terry Yeager, MD 88, Stephanie Yeager, and
Laura Grady, MD 88, watch for friends at the
welcoming reception .

Classmates from 1993 Matthew Deedy, MD, Colin
McDonald, MD, and Leo Chough, MD, marvel at
the medical center's changes in just a decade.

SOAR';'N~
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Carol Warden and Duane Warden, M0 48,
enjoy the buffet.
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Inspiring the next generation: Nobel laureate Edwin
Krebs, M0 43 December, chats with medical students
Paula Newton and Steve-Felix Belinga during the student
poster session.
Mary McQueen and Charles McQueen, MD 78, pop in
to the medical center to see what's happening next.

Spring breezes didn't stop Ansel Marks, M0 53, Nancy Salzman, Ed
Salzman, MO 53, and Frances Marks, NU 53, from taking in the view
atop the Chase Park Plaza's Starlight Roof.

Alumni fanned out across the medical
center for walking tours of favorite
places, historical sites and research labs.
The Genome Sequencing Center and post-traumatic stress disorder
were on the scientific program agenda as were other thought
provoking presentations by alumni and School of Medicine faculty.

Continuing Medical Education staHer
Tim Young shows G. Russell
AufderHeide, MO 43 March, the ins
and outs of CM EOnline.

Stan Lamberg, MO 63, and Lynn Brislawn
Rosenstock, M0 63, look for familiar faces.

The wit of William A. Peck, MO,
dean and gracious speaker,
resuscitated some "dead air" time
due to a malfunctioning microphone
at the reunion awards banquet.
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HONORING EXCELLENCE
,.,..,he Sch ool of M edicine

1 recognized five people
this year for ou tstanding
professio nal achievem ents.
At the reunion awards
banquet, classma tes, faculty
colleagues an d oth er alumni
th anked the aw,lrd recipients
for laudable service to the
medical center.

Alumni Achievement Awards

Alumni/Faculty Awards

Barry M. Farr, MD 78, is the William
S. Jordan Jr. Professor of Medicine
and Epidemiology at the University of
Virginia School of Medicine.
W. Allan Walker, MD 63, is the
Conrad Taft Professor of Nutrition and
director of the Division of Nutrition and
Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School
and a professor in the Department of
Nutrition at the Harvard School of
Public Health.

Bradley T. Thach, MD 68, is a
professor of pediatrics at Washington
University School of Medicine.
Gregorio A. Sicard, MD, HS 78,
is professor and vice chairman of the
Department of Surgery at Washington
University School of Medicine. He also
is a professor of radiology and heads
the section of vascular surgery and the
division of general surgery.

Distinguished Service Award
Jack H. Ladenson, PhD, is the Oree
M. Carroll and lillian B. Ladenson
Professor of Clinical Chemistry and
professor of pathology and immunology
and of clinical chemistry in medicine
at Washington University School of
Medicine.
From left: Barry M. Farr, MD 78, MSc,
W. Allan Walker, MD 63, Bradley T. Thach,
MD 68, Jack H. Ladenson, PhD, and
Gregorio A. Sicard, MD, HS 78.

At the helm: Carlton S. Pea rse,
MD 78, president of the
Washington University Medical
Center Alumni Association,
chaired the scientifi c program
and other reunion events.

Carl Woolsey, MD 43 December, studies
an exhib it about C. Barber Mueller, MD 42,
and his biogra phy of Evarts A. Graham, MD.
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Buses shuttled Sarah Arpe Malin, M0 48 (left foreground), and
other alumni between afternoon educational sessions and the
evening's wining and dining.
Alumni & Development 3 1

Jason Keune
serenaded the
awards banquet.

Thomas Wright, MD 53, and
Wayne Garrett, MD 53, marveled
at the many classmates attending
their 50th reunion,

Agrand tradition continues: Mary Parker, MD 53 (center) , celebrates
her 50th reunion while daughters Kathy Parker Ponder, MD 83 (lett),
and Chris Parker, MD 83, are all smiles about their 20th reunion,

I

I

Class of 1973 social
chair Steve Nichols, MD,
and Beth Nichols enjoy
the class dinner,

Gary and Penny Shackelford,
both MD 68, share a laugh
with George Sato, MD 47.
Tamara Esselman and Gregory Esselman,
both MD 93, traveled from the West Coast
to catch up with classmates,

MD Reunion May 6-8,2004

Kweli J. Amusa, Philip Zazove and Barbara Reed, all MD 78, relax at the Dean's Luncheon,
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50S

Philip S. Norman, MD 51 ,
of Baldwin MD, is still
active in research and
teaching as proFessor of medicine at
Johns Hopkins University, where he
Founded the division of clinical
immunology in 1970. hom 1993 ro
1998 Norman edited the Journal of
Cliniwl Immunology. He is active in
the Immune Tolerance Network in the
awarding of contracts For clinical trials.
The Network is an international
consortium sponsored by the National
Institute of Allergy and InFectious
Diseases, the National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney
Disease and the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation for the purpose
of developing immune tolerance thera
pies. Norman wri tes that he and his
wiFe enjoy their five grandchi'ldren.
James E. Darnell Jr., MD 55, received
several prestigious awards in 2002.
He was the 2002 recipient of the New
York Academy of Medicine Medal For
Distinguished Contrib utions in
Biomeclical Science. In September, he
was given the Lasker Award For Special
Achievement in Medical Science for
"an exceptional career in biomedical
science during which he opened two
fields in biology-RNA processing
and cytokine signal ing-and Fostered
the development of many creative
scientists." Darnell is Vincent Astor
Professor and head of RockeFeller
University's Laboratory of Molecular
Cell Biology. A pioneering researcher
in the field of gene regulation, Darnell's
many scientific achievements include
the discovery of a pathway by which
"molecular cues" on the surface of a
cell signal the genes in that cell's nucleus
to take specific actions. He is a member
of the National Academy of Sciences,
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, and the Royal Society of
London.
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Harvey S. Kantor, MD 62,
wri tes, "AFter 40 years
S oF practicing clinical
medicine, J0 years as director of the
division of inFectious diseases and
two years as acting chairman of the
Department of Internal Medicine at
TexJs Tech University Health Science
Center in Odessa TX, I have retired.
At my retirement dinner, I received
a plaque For my Founding services in
helping establish the Department of
Internal Medicine." Kantor now lives
in Lake Forest IL.
George F. Reinhardt, MD 64, was
recognized as a liFe Member of the
Fellows Leadership Society of the
American College of Surgeons during
the 88th ACS Clinical Congress held
in October, 2002, in San Francisco.
The Fellows leadership Society is th e
College's distinguished donor recogni
tion organization. Since 1988, it has
raised more than $17 million in con
tributions to suppOrt resident research
scholarships and faculty Fellowships .
Reinhardt, who was one of 23 FeJlows
honored, has been a Fellow since
1974. He lives in Nap les fl, and is on
the sraff at the VA Medical Center in
Bay Pines.
Richard S. Myers, MD 65, has been
made chairman of the board of
trustees of Rex Hospital in Raleigh
NC. Rex is a 384-bed hospital and a
division of the University of North
Carolina Healrhcare System.

70S

Marshall E. Bloom, M0 71,
was named associate
director of Rocky
Mountain laboratories (RML) in
Hamilton MT, in October, 2002. RMl
is parr of the National Instirute of
Allergy and InFectious Diseases (NIAID)
at the National Institutes of Health.
Bloom has been aFfi liated with RMl
since J972 and has received a number
of Special Service Awards From NIAID.
He is recognized as an international
authority on Aleutian mink disease,

persistent inFections and parvoviruses.
He has served RMl in a number of
areas and has coordinated the Summer
Internship Program through which
he trained many doctoral FeJlows and
students. An avid trout fisherman,
Bloom is also an authority on whirling
disease, a complex parasitic disease of
trout and sa lm on.
linda Russell Moran, PT 71, writes
that since 1986 she has been working
in the field of therapeutic riding/
hippotherapy. Currently, she is director
and therapist For a sma ll program in
Greenville NC. She and her husband,
Jon, have twO sons: one a college
sophomore; rhe other a Freshman in
high school.
Karen K. Fischer-Northrop, PT 72,
is in private practice in the San
Francisco Bay Area, specializing in
ge natnc care.
David Benson, OT 75, is now retired
From the Air Force and works part
time doing ADA transit evaluations
For the city of Colorado Springs CO.
He also does some contract work. He
writes, "All the kids are gone except
For the last one who is one year away.
Have three grandchildren now."
Denise Johnson, MD 78, was
appointed advising dean For medical
students and promoted to associate
proFessor of surgery in the division of
surgica l oncology at StanFord Medical
School in Palo Alto CA, in 2002.
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Jeffrey L. Thomasson, MD 82,
is the 2003 president
of the St. louis Metro
politan Medical Society. Thomasson
practices diagnostic radiology with
the West County Radiology Group
at St. John's Mercy Medical Center
and is also a cI inical associate proFessor
of diagnostic radiology at Saint Louis
University School of Medicine. He also
has been president of the Missouri
Radiologic Society. He is the son of
the late Robert Thomasson, MD 50, a
surgeon, and Mary Lou Thomasson,
MD 51 , a retired diagnostic radiologist.
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Class ates
Glenn A. Tung, MD 82, was inducted
as a Fellow in the American College
of Radiology at its annual meeting in
2002. Only about 10 percenr of the
more than 32,000 radiologists who
are members of the ACR are selecred
for fellowship. Tung is affiliated with
Massachusem General Hospital in
Bosron and with Rhode Island Hospital
and Brown Un iversity, both in
Providence RI.
Robyn S. Porter, PT 87, writes, "I
remarried 12/20/02 in Sun Valley 10
ro David A. Poner. David relocated
ro Idaho from Texas in June. I am
currenrly working for Southern Idaho
Therapy Services doing ourpatient,
inpatient, long-term care and home
health care. My four girls- Alex, 10;
Becca, 8; Christa, 7; and Andie, 5
are anxiously awaiting their new baby
brother's arrival September 2003!"
Janice Klein, PT 88, the sole owner
of Spine Care, Inc., in West Sr. Louis
County since 1995 , writes that she is
expecting her third child in July.
Kristi Rambis, OT 89, is the occupa
tional therapy manager at Reid
Hospital and Health Care Services in
Richmond IN, and is training ro be a
Cenified Lymphedema Therapist to
highlight her skills as a Certified Hand
Therapisr. She would like ro hear from
alumni at rambisk@reidhosp.com.
Cindy Garlitz Dean, OT 91,
is livi ng in Montana
where she is the
coordinaror of therapy services at a
regional medical center. In 1999, she
earned her MPT degree in addition ro
her MS in occupational therapy.
Donna Cirasole, MD, HS 94, and her
husband, Steve Rudich, MD, HS 94,
recently moved to Cincinnati OH,
where he is direcror of Liver Transplant
Services at the University of Cincinnati.
She is in private practice at Mr. Auburn
Ob/Gyn Associates, affiliated with
The Christ Hospital. Their daughter,
Jackie, is 7; their son, Alex, is 3.
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Mark Velleca, MD, PhD 95, was pro
moted in January, 2003, to the newly
created position of vice presidenr of
research and preclinical developmenr
at Cellular Genomics Inc. (CGl) in
Branford CT. One of the company's
founding scienrists, Velleca has expenise
in the laborarory diagnosis of auro
immune and inAammarory diseases,
hematological disorders and cancer.
Before joining CGl, he was on the
faculty of Yale Medical School, where
he conducted postdocroral research
in cell biology and immunob iology.
He holds an adjunct appoinrment at
Yale as a clinical assistant professor of
laborarory medicine.
Pablo Adler, MD 98, writes that he is
now employed by Anesthesia Services
p.A., which provides anesthesia services
for the Christiana Health System in
nonhero Delaware. He lives in
Wilmington.
Dawn Brown, OT 00, is

00S

~irecror of occupa

tional therapy at
Wickliffe Country Place, a skilled
nursing and continuing care facility.
She lives in Kent OH.
Amanda Mrugala Rafferty, PT 01,
was married ro James Rafferty on
September 20, 2002.

IN MEMORY
Russell J. Blattner, MD 34, died
December 5, 2002, in a Baltimore
retirement home at the age of 94. He
was on the Washington University
pediatrics faculty for a time and was
credited with establishing, with an
associate, that mosquitoes carry
Sr. Louis encephalitis from birds ro
people. In 1947, he moved to Housron
to become the first pediatrics depart
ment chair at Baylor College of
Medicine, a position he held until
1977. He played a primary role in

establishing Texas Children's H osp ital
in Housron and served as its physi
cian-in-chief. Survivors include two
sons, Frederick Blattner and William
Blattner, MD 70, who is professor of
medicine at the University of Maryland
in Baltimore. Blattner was buried in
Halstead KS, near his wife, Marian
Koeneke Blattner, who preceded nim
in death in 1966.
Norman M. Johnson, MD 35, a retired
general surgeon , died December 31,
2002, in Branson MO, at the age of 93.
Sydney B. Maughs, MD 35, died
May 4, 2003, at the age of 92. H e had
practiced psychiatry for more than
50 years and was a senior member of
the staff of the 4500 West Pine Clinics
in Sr. Louis. He was also an associate
professor of clinical psychiatry at
Washingron University. Maughs was
the author of numerous articles on
psychiatric subjects and had written
frequently on criminal psychopathology.
His survivors include his wife, Evelyne
Jan'au Maughs; a son, Ned Maughs,
and several grandchildren.
Gilbert S. Goldman, MD 37, died
December 24 , 2002, at his home in
Pompano Beach FL, apparently of a
stroke. He was 92. After graduation
from the School of Medicine, he
interned at Montefiore Hospital in
PittSburgh PA, and pracriced with
his brother, Milron Goldman, MD.
During World War II he served in
the U.S. Army in Africa and Europe.
Afterwards, he completed a surgical
res idency at Mount Sinai Hospital in
New York City and, in 1948, began
practicing as a general surgeon in
PittSburgh. In the early 70s, back
problems forced him to retire as a
surgeon and relocate ro Florida , where
he became an emergency room physi
cian in Fort Lauderdale. He retired
at age 80 and then volunteered in a
mobile indigent clinic operated by the
Salvation Army. Survivors include
his wife, Elise, and twO daughters.
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DQrsa Arlene Oates Sieber, NU 37,
died December 5, 2002, in Carlinville
IL, three days before her 89th birth
day. She was the widow of Edward
Henry Sieber, MD 37, who died 11 years
earlier, also on December 5. Survivors
include two daughters, Jane Sieber and
Mary Ann Pollitt.
John Gentry, MD 48, died August 11,
2000, in Gloucester MA, after suffer
ing a subdural hematoma at the age
of79. His survivors include his wife,
Jane, and nve children.
Robert Tindall, MD, HS 48, died
December 6, 2002, of a stroke in
Punta Gorda Flo at the age of 88. He
earned his medical degree from the
University ofIowa, served in the Army
Medical Corps during World War II,
then came to Washington University
for his residency in otolaryngology.
He joined the faculty of Saint Louis
University School of Medicine, where
he taught for 28 years. He retired in
1978. Survivors include his wife,
Virginia Brown Tindall, and two
sisters. Memorial contributions may
be made to Cardinal Glennon
C hildren's Hospital in St. Louis MO,
one of th e hospitals where he practiced.
Leonard L. Davis Jr., MD 53, died
April 5, 2003, in M ex ico MO, where
he had practiced orthopaedic surgery.
H e was a World War II veteran and a
past-president of the Missouri State
Orthopaedic Association. Among his
survivors are his wife, Priscilla Maddox
Davis, four daughters and nine grand
children. Davis had served on the
Mexico Board of Education, and
memorials are suggested to the
Dr. Leonard Davi s Scholarship Fund,
c/o First National Bank in Mexico.
Thomas A. Heckel, MD 57 died of
pancreatic cancer November 29, 2002,
in Fresno CA, where he had practiced
internal medicine.
Charles Kuhn III, MD 59, died
December 29, 2002, in Providence RI,
of complications from a bone marrow
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disorder. He was 69. He was an inter
nationally recognized lung pathologist,
professor emeritus of pathology at
Brown University and retired chief of
pathology at Memorial Hospital of
Rhode Island, Pawtucket. During the
Vietnam War, he served as a captain in
the Army Medical Corps. Discharged
in 1966, he returned to Washington
University where he was a professor
of pathology from 1967 to 1987.
He then joined the faculty at Brown,
retiring in 1998. In addition to his wife,
Nobuko Obayashi Kuhn, MD 59, he is
survived by twO daughters.

Irene Mary Garrison Brown, NU 61,
died in St. Louis MO, on February
12,2003 at the age of77. She held
both a bachelor's degree in nursing
(1961) and a master's degree in psychi
atric nursing ( 1963) from Washington
University. Her professional career as a
nurse and nursing instructor spanned
more than 40 years. She is survived by
a so n and other relatives. In keeping
with Brown's belief that "flowers are
for the li ving," the family requests that
those wishing to honor her memory
should "give any Bowers to someone
you love or, if desired, contribute to
the American Cancer Society."
Joel M. Karlin, MD 68, died
Fe bruary 2, 2003, at his home in
Denver CO , following a long illness.
He was 58. A native New Yorker, he
held an undergraduate degree from
New York University. Following POSt
graduate work in pediatric allergy and
immunology at National Jewish
Medical and Research Center and the
Univermy of Colorado Hospital in
Denver, he practiced in Lakewood
and was president of Denver Allergy
and Asthma Associates. Karlin had
been associate professor of medicine
in pediatrics at the University of
Colorado School of Medicine and
was a past-president of the Colorado
Medical Society, known for his advo
cacy for patient rights. A lover of art

and music, Karlin was also co-owner of
a downtown Denver nightclub that fea
tured jazz. He is survived by his wife,
Ca roline McInerny Karlin, two daugh
ters and two sons.
Gerald A. Burger Jr., MiD 79, died
January 30, 2003, in the crash of a sin 
gle-engine plane he was piloting from
his home, Casper WY, to San Diego
CA. H e had reported icing problems to
controllers and difficulty seeing the
Rock Springs airport where he had
been instructed to land, and then lost
altitude and reported trying to avoid a
peak before radar contact was lost. He
was 49. Prior to attendi ng the School
of Medicine, Burger graduated from
the Naval Academy in Annapolis MD.
H e did his anesthesia residency at
Bethesda Naval Hospi tal , following
which he served in the Navy Medical
Corps in Okinawa, Japan and San
Diego, where he headed the anesthesia
department for five years. He learned
to By during his Navy service and was
an instrument-rated pilot. After his
discharge as a captain, he started the
obstetric anesthesia program at the
Cleveland C linic Foundation in Ohio.
While there, he earned an MBA from
Cleveland State University. The family
moved to Casper in 1999, where he
joined the staff at Wyoming Medical
Center. Burger is survived by his wife,
Vicki, and three so ns.
Laurel J. Harkness, MD 86, died on
April 7, 2003, at her home in Denver
CO, after a four-year battle with breast
cancer. She had practiced obstetrics and
gynecology at the Kaiser Permanente
Group there since 1990, following her
postgraduate training in Toledo OH.
She was 43. In 1997, she married
Daniel A. Sawyer, and they adopted
two children from Kazakhstan: Arai,
age 5, and Ruslan, age 3, in 200 I . In
addition to her husband and children,
she is survived by her parents, Don
Harkness, Mn 58, and Mary Harkness,
MD 58, twO sisters and a brother.
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What a Legacy!
In 1929 a bequest from Jackson Johnson, Chairman of International
Shoe, established the Jackson Johnson Scholarship at Washington
University. Since then-for one-half of the University's history
the Jackson Johnson Scholarship has assisted more than 700
medical students including:

Jackson Johnson
1859-1929

• Scores of outstanding clinicians treating patients, young and old,
in communities of all sizes
• Department chairs and faculty of distinguished medical schools
• A Nobel laureate
• Internationally recognized specialists in many areas
• Pioneering research scientists
• The list goes on ....
And the legacy and the scholarship bearing the name of
Jackson Johnson will go on forever!!

What is your legacy?
Your memory and legacy can also live forever and benefit thousands
of students at Washington University and its various schools and
programs through scholarships, professorships, or other endowment
opportunities bearing your name.

To learn how:
•
•
•
•

Request information on the reply card
CalJ the Office of Planned Giving: 1-800-835-3503
E-mail: plannedgiving@wustl.edu
Visit our Web site at http://plannedgiving.wustl.edu

Your bequest will ensure that your memory will endure at
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Say it with a billboard

Prostate cancer patient Bob Klaus, left in photo

below, expressed his gratitude to Jaime landman, MD. assistant professor of urologic
surgery, in a big way. Klaus, who traveled to Washington University Medical Center
from Iowa for a laparoscopic radical prostatectomy, put up a billboard at Kingshighway
Boulevard and McRee Avenue near the medical center to show his appreciation for
landman's "fantastic bedside manner and exceptional surgical skills:'

7~~~
Dr. Landman

Barncs~/l'wish Ilospilal
Washington Lnil'ersitv Medical CelltL'r

You 're The Best!

C

MS LI LLA VEKERDY

CAMPllS SOX: 8:1.32

Photo op Members of the Class of 2003 share a farewell
hug at this year's Commencement Recognition Ceremony.
On May 16, the School of Medicine conferred 109 medical
degrees: 83 students received the MD degree, 23 received the
MD/PhO degree, and three received the MD/MA degree.
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